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Gene regulatory networks are ubiquitous in nature and critical for
bottom-up engineering of synthetic networks. Transcriptional re-
pression is a fundamental function that can be tuned at the level
of DNA, protein, and cooperative protein – protein interactions, ne-
cessitating high-throughput experimental approaches for in-depth
characterization. Here we used a cell-free system in combination
with a high-throughput microfluidic device to comprehensively study
the different tuning mechanisms of a synthetic zinc-finger repres-
sor library, whose affinity and cooperativity can be rationally engi-
neered. The device is integrated into a comprehensive workflow that
includes determination of transcription factor binding energy land-
scapes and mechanistic modeling, enabling us to generate a library
of well-characterized synthetic transcription factors and correspond-
ing promoters, which we then used to build gene regulatory networks
de novo. The well-characterized synthetic parts and insights gained
should be useful for rationally engineering gene regulatory networks
and for studying the biophysics of transcriptional regulation.
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Cell-free systems have emerged as versatile and efficient1 platforms for rapid engineering, characterization, and im-2
plementation of genetic networks. It has been demonstrated3
that linear genetic cascades (1), logic gates (2), and oscilla-4
tors (3–5) could be implemented and characterized in cell-free5
systems, and that networks engineered in cell-free systems6
function in cells with remarkably similar characteristics, indi-7
cating that cell-free systems accurately emulate the cellular8
environment (4, 6). Besides these examples in molecular sys-9
tems engineering and characterization of complex biological10
systems, cell-free systems provide a viable starting point for11
the bottom-up synthesis of artificial cells (7, 8). Work is pro-12
gressing in establishing critical cellular sub-systems including13
DNA replication (9), metabolism (10), ribosome synthesis (11),14
membrane synthesis (12), and protein structures (13). Gene15
regulatory networks (GRNs) are one such critical sub-system,16
and here we demonstrate de novo bottom-up engineering and17
comprehensive characterization of synthetic GRNs in a cell-free18
system.19
GRNs execute the genome and thus play a central role20
across all domains of life. Due to their importance and ubiquity,21
GRNs have been intensely studied and considerable progress22
is being made in deciphering components, topologies, and gen-23
eral mechanisms of GRNs, although a complete mechanistic24
understanding is still lacking. Because GRNs perform many25
sophisticated cellular tasks, synthetic biologists use GRNs26
to engineer new systems (14) such as logic gates (15), tog-27
gle switches (16), band-pass filters (17), and oscillators (18).28
Nonetheless, past and current efforts in engineering GRNs29
have shown that rational design is not yet possible, and that30
engineering GRNs still heavily relies on trial-and-error and31
high-throughput screening approaches (15). The inability to 32
rationally design GRNs is in part due to the aforementioned 33
lack of complete mechanistic understanding, and because basic 34
GRN components such as transcriptional regulators and pro- 35
moters are often neither fully characterized nor standardized. 36
A corollary of the lack of an in-depth mechanistic understand- 37
ing of these systems is that individual components are not yet 38
readily composable. Nature provides a plethora of potential 39
transcriptional regulators, but the number that have been 40
tested and characterized remains rather limited. Most engi- 41
neered GRNs make use of naturally occurring transcription 42
factors, making it difficult to robustly engineer GRNs with 43
such a non-standard set of proteins (19). A library of well- 44
characterized, synthetic transcription factors could alleviate 45
many of these problems by providing a set of standardized tran- 46
scription factors that are based on the same basic structural 47
framework, and whose function can be extended by generating 48
fusion proteins in a plug-and-play format. 49
Native GRNs employ a wide range of transcription factors 50
that can be categorized into several structural families. The 51
family with the largest number of members is the zinc-finger 52
(ZF) family, followed by homeodomain, basic helix-loop-helix, 53
and basic-leucine zipper (LZ) families (20). ZFs are of interest 54
in biology as they represent the largest class of transcriptional 55
regulators and are involved in diverse biological functions. ZFs 56
are also appealing for bottom-up engineering as they consist 57
of well-defined subunits that, in combination, determine DNA 58
sequence specificity (21, 22). Many resources are therefore 59
available that provide sequence specificity information for a 60
large number of native (23) and engineered (24) ZF transcrip- 61
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tion factors. An additional advantage is that ZFs are small62
(264 bp, 10.6 kDa (Zif268)) compared to other engineerable63
transcriptional regulators such as TALE (e.g. 1161–2397 bp,64
39.9–82.6 kDa, DNA binding domain only (25)) or dCas9 (410765
bp, 158.3 kDa), so that the coding sequence for ZFs is easily66
obtainable and modifiable. Due to their small size and simple67
structure, ZFs can be readily expressed both in vivo and in68
vitro. Synthetic ZFs have already been successfully used as69
activators in S. cerevisiae (26) and human cells (27). Here we70
engineer and explore the use of synthetic ZF transcriptional71
regulators as ideal building blocks for bottom-up design and72
implementation of cell-free GRNs.73
In this paper, we took advantage of an existing synthetic74
ZF library (28) to generate a well-characterized resource of75
transcriptional repressors and corresponding synthetic promot-76
ers that can be used for bottom-up design, implementation,77
and characterization of GRNs in cell-free systems. While the78
mechanism of action of the simplest prokaryotic repression79
is competitive inhibition (29), it has long been appreciated80
that both cis modifications to the promoter, such as oper-81
ator position (30), basal promoter strength (31), as well as82
trans modifications to the transcription factor itself strongly83
affect repression (32, 33). These inter-dependencies result in84
a large experimental space with many degrees of freedom. In85
order to tackle this complexity we developed a microfluidics86
based method capable of performing 768 cell-free transcription-87
translation (TX-TL) reactions on a single device. The ability88
to rapidly generate ZF repressor and promoter variants us-89
ing fast PCR assembly and the use of our high-throughput90
microfluidic device allowed us to perform a comprehensive91
characterization of repressors and promoters. We investigated92
the effects of binding site position, binding site affinity, binding93
site combinations, and cooperative interactions between the94
repressors on transcriptional repression performance. We gen-95
erated quantitative position weight matrices (PWMs) for four96
ZF repressors with MITOMI (34), which allowed us to ratio-97
nally tune binding site affinity and promoter output. Finally,98
we used the parts library and insights acquired in this study99
to engineer logic gates, showing that de novo synthetic GRNs100
can be rationally engineered using a bottom-up approach. The101
transcription factor / promoter parts library, data, and meth-102
ods described here provide a resource that should facilitate103
efforts to build synthetic GRNs, serve as a viable approach for104
building GRNs for use in artificial cells, and establish an exper-105
imental platform for studying the biophysics of transcriptional106
regulation.107
Results108
A. Design and characterization of a microfluidic device for109
high-throughput cell-free experiments. The design space of110
even a single TF – promoter pair is large, encompassing differ-111
ent binding site affinities, binding site positions, binding site112
sequences, and binding site combinations. This complexity113
necessitates high-throughput methods capable of the func-114
tional characterization of hundreds to thousands of engineered115
variants. Current approaches in cell-free synthetic biology116
primarily rely on standard microtiter plates, which require a117
minimal reaction volume of 5 – 10 µL. Such relatively large118
volumes quickly become cost-limiting in terms of how much119
cell-free reaction solution and DNA is required to perform the120
assays. Researchers recently made use of an acoustic liquid121
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Fig. 1. High-throughput microfluidic cell-free reactions. (A) A schematic
overview of the experimental design including synthesis of DNA templates, DNA
spotting, chip alignment, surface functionalization followed by DNA immobilization
and on-chip cell-free TX-TL reactions. (B) Fluorescence images of Cy3-DNAF ,
Cy3-DNAB , and deGFP expressed for a range of dsDNA:ssDNA ratios. (C) Quan-
tification of surface immobilized DNA (DNAB ) as a function of free DNA in solution
(DNAF ). (D) deGFP expression at the final time point as a function of DNAB
concentration. All values represent means± SD (n = 48). (E) deGFP expression
measured over time in all unit cells. (F) Schematic of a promoter library design and
on-chip experimental throughput, followed by the deGFP expression for all single
base mutations from position -47 to -7 of the λPR promoter.
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handling robot that reduced reaction volumes to 2 µL in a122
384 well plate format (35). Here we repurposed the MIT-123
OMI platform, a microfluidic device originally developed for124
high-throughput molecular interaction analysis (34, 36), and125
applied it to the high-throughput characterization of cell-free126
genetic networks. The repurposed device performs 768 cell-free127
reactions, and reduces volumes by ∼4 orders of magnitude to128
∼690 pL per reaction.129
The process involves the synthesis of DNA parts, followed130
by microarraying and incorporation into microfluidic unit cells131
where they serve as templates in cell-free TX-TL reactions132
(Fig. 1A). To expedite the synthesis of large libraries of DNA133
parts we used an assembly PCR strategy to generate linear134
DNA templates with different promoter regions upstream135
of a deGFP gene. A microarray robot is used to spot the136
linear templates onto an epoxy-coated glass slide, on top of137
which the PDMS device is aligned. Immobilizing DNA within138
each reaction chamber first requires surface patterning in the139
assay section of each unit cell, resulting in a circular area140
of neutravidin to which biotinlyated DNA can bind. Once141
DNA is surface immobilized, cell-free extract is flowed into142
the device and the unit cells are isolated from one another143
while the TX-TL reactions occur. A detailed schematic of the144
experimental procedure is shown in Figure S1A (SI Appendix).145
Controlling the precise amount of DNA in each unit cell146
is important for quantitative experiments. By simply vary-147
ing the concentration of spotted biotinylated DNA templates148
we were unable to precisely control DNA concentration on-149
chip. We thus developed an approach based on spotting a150
mixture of single stranded biotinylated DNA oligos (ssDNA)151
and double stranded DNA templates (dsDNA). The amount152
of DNA immobilized on the surface reached saturation at a153
concentration of ∼100 nM spotted DNA (SI Appendix, Fig.154
S2). We therefore held the total concentration of spotted155
DNA above this saturation point. Changing the ratio of ds-156
DNA:ssDNA gave rise to a linear correlation between the157
concentration of dsDNA free in solution (DNAF ) and dsDNA158
bound to the surface (DNAB), and was insensitive to the159
total amount of DNA deposited during spotting (Fig. 1B,160
C). This approach allowed us to immobilize DNA over a wide161
concentration range, which gave rise to corresponding levels162
of expressed deGFP (Fig. 1D, E). The results obtained with163
the high-throughput microfluidic device are reproducible with164
a global normalized root-mean-square deviation of ∼14%, not165
only when a single dsDNA template is used, but also for more166
complex experiments requiring multiple templates in each unit167
cell (SI Appendix, Fig. S3). Furthermore, a subset of on-chip168
measurements was carried out in standard micro-well plate169
reactions, showing good correlation (SI Appendix, Fig. S4).170
To demonstrate the high-throughput capabilities of our171
microfluidic chip we created and characterized a library based172
on the E. coli σ70 λPR promoter. We synthesized 124 promoter173
variants that covered all possible single base mutations within174
the -47 to -7 region of the λPR promoter (Fig. 1F). Cell-free175
reactions for each promoter were run in 6 replicates on a176
single chip and yielded deGFP expression profiles revealing177
the impact of each mutation on protein expression (Fig. 1F,178
SI Appendix, Fig. S3A). As expected, mutations within the179
-10 and -35 boxes affected deGFP expression most strongly180
and the results are comparable to previous results obtained181
by an in vivo analysis of the lac promoter (37).182
Protein synthesis eventually stops in cell-free batch re- 183
actions as seen in the saturation dynamics in time course 184
measurements (Fig. 1E); this is fundamentally different from 185
cellular steady state protein levels which result from balancing 186
production with degradation and dilution rates. In this paper 187
we report end-point batch reaction values and derived quan- 188
tities such as fold repression. It is thus important that the 189
end-point values correspond to protein production rates. While 190
the relationship between the initial rate of deGFP production 191
and its final saturated level may be complex, we observe a 192
linear relationship between the two quantities under our ex- 193
perimental conditions (SI Appendix, Fig. S5). This is an 194
important validation of our use of end-point protein levels and 195
linearly derived quantities such as fold repression as proxies 196
for synthesis rates and their ratios. 197
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Fig. 2. Zinc-finger repressor and promoter design. (A) Our repressor design
is based on the Zif268 protein, whose three Zn-fingers (F1–F3) each recognizes
a nucleotide triplet. We created a combinatorial library of repressors by shuffling
individual Zn-fingers, starting from four initial ZF proteins (here labelled with the codes
AAA–DDD). (B) We designed a library of repressible promoters based on the λPR
promoter. To test the effectiveness of repression we designed promoters containing
single and dual sites with variable spacing, as well as engineering direct cooperativity
between ZF proteins, which can be mediated by PDZ-ligand or LZ interactions.
B. Zinc-finger repressor and promoter library design. Using 198
the characterization of the λPR promoter as a starting point, 199
we applied our chip to the in depth characterization of synthetic 200
ZFs for use as transcriptional repressors. We adopted a ZF 201
design based on Zif268, a three-finger Cys2His2 protein. A 202
large ZF repressor library can be generated by combinatorially 203
shuﬄing a small number of individual ZF domains (Fig. 2A). 204
We utilized ZF proteins drawn from a 64-member library that 205
we previously synthesized and characterized (28) (SI Appendix, 206
Fig. S6). 207
The affinity of a ZF repressor to DNA can be improved 208
by increasing the number of finger domains (38–41). The 209
same effect can also be achieved by engineering dimerizing 210
ZFs that bind cooperatively. An early example used structure- 211
based design to engineer a two-finger ZF which dimerized 212
via a leucine zipper (LZ) motif to form a four-finger complex 213
(42, 43). Three-finger ZFs have also been dimerized using PDZ 214
domains (26). Cooperative interactions are of interest because 215
they potentially increase the nonlinearity of regulation, as 216
well as decreasing non-specific binding compared to extended 217
arrays of ZFs. To study cooperative interactions we built 218
several different ZFs fused to either PDZ or LZ domains (Fig. 219
2B). 220
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In parallel, we designed corresponding repressible promoter221
libraries. As we use an E. coli cell-free system (44), we based222
our promoter designs on the strong λPR promoter in combina-223
tion with transcription and translation elements optimized for224
E. coli cell-free expression (45). Previous work has shown that225
the most effective position for transcriptional repression is the226
space between the -35 and -10 boxes (30); we thus generated227
a library with consensus ZF binding sites (ZFBSs) inserted228
into this location. Additionally, we built promoters with a229
second ZFBS upstream of the -35 box, allowing us to study the230
effect of multiple non-cooperative and cooperative ZFBSs (Fig.231
2B). The promoters drive expression of a deGFP reporter, a232
GFP protein previously optimized for cell-free translation (46).233
All constructs were built and tested using linear DNA tem-234
plates generated by PCR in concordance with recommended235
guidelines for cell-free expression (45).236
C. Repression with single and multiple binding sites. We per-237
formed an in depth characterization of 11 synthetic ZFs by238
assessing their repressive capacity in cell-free reactions, and by239
measuring their respective dissociation constants (Kd) with240
MITOMI. We used MITOMI to measure the Kds for each241
ZF against all possible target promoters. By localizing pre-242
synthesized his-tagged ZFs to the surface of each unit cell we243
are able to measure the binding of DNA sequences spanning244
the promoter region including the ZF binding site (Fig. 3A,245
SI Appendix, Fig. S1B). We obtained standard Gibbs free246
energies, ∆G = RT ln(Kd), for each ZF – target promoter247
complex (Fig. 3B). A range of binding strengths was observed248
for the respective consensus ZF binding sequences, as well249
as low affinity off-target binding. The CBD zinc finger was250
included as a negative control as it does not bind to its own251
predicted binding site nor any of the other targets.252
To test whether the relative binding strength of each ZF253
related to functional gene repression, we implemented cell-free254
TX-TL reactions screening the same matrix of ZFs versus pro-255
moters. Each microfluidic unit cell contained a linear template256
encoding the ZF to be tested and a second linear template257
encoding deGFP downstream of a promoter with a single258
ZF binding site (Fig. 3C). Binding of the expressed ZF to259
the target promoter would lead to down-regulation of deGFP260
expression. A common measure of repression performance261
is fold repression, or the ratio of unrepressed to repressed262
expression levels. Unrepressed measurements were obtained263
by co-expressing the target promoter template with the non-264
binding ZFCBD template to control for loading effects (47).265
Despite some off-target binding observed by MITOMI, func- 266
tional repression of all ZF – target pairs was almost perfectly 267
orthogonal (Fig. 3D), with one exception: the repression of 268
promoter BDD by ZFADD. However the general trend of 269
weak off-target affinities translated to no or minimal off-target 270
repression, resulting in functional repression only for cognate 271
pairs. Furthermore, on-target fold repression directly corre- 272
lated with the measured MITOMI affinity values (Fig. 3E). 273
Using two high-throughput microfluidic techniques we were 274
able to characterize the binding affinity, repressive strength, 275
and orthogonality of synthetic transcription factor – promoter 276
pairs. 277
Promoters with a single ZF binding site achieved low to 278
medium fold repression levels in the range of 1.5 to 7 (Fig. 4A). 279
We tested whether placing an additional binding site upstream 280
of the -35 box could further improve fold repression levels. 281
While fold repression is a convenient measure used to describe 282
the functionality of a given repressor – promoter pair, for 283
applying these repressors in genetic networks it is important 284
to also consider basal promoter strength (unrepressed state) 285
and leak (repressed state). These quantities are also shown 286
in Figure 4, where we observed that variation in binding site 287
sequence led to variations in basal promoter strength; this 288
variation increased upon inclusion of the second binding site 289
upstream of the -35 box. At the same time, the average leak 290
from the repressed state decreased for the dual site library, 291
resulting in higher fold repression values. Overall, fold repres- 292
sion improved for almost all two binding-site promoters, with 293
the best promoters achieving a fold repression level of 7 – 10 294
(Fig. 4B). These results showed that good repression levels 295
can be achieved by synthetic ZF repressors with either single 296
or double binding site promoters in a cell-free system. 297
Next we characterized the effect of binding site position 298
on repression strength. We generated a library of promoters 299
containing a single ZF binding site that was placed in various 300
positions relative to the -35 box. Best fold repression was 301
achieved by positioning binding sites directly proximal to the 302
-35 box, in the range of -2 to +4 bps relative to the start and 303
end of the -35 box, respectively. We also observe that repres- 304
sion is sensitive to single bp shifts in position. For instance, the 305
site at the +5 position is effectively non-functional compared 306
to repressing neighbouring sites at +4 and +6; and the site 307
at the -5 position exhibited significantly stronger repression 308
than its neighbours at -4 and -6. Based on the crystal struc- 309
ture alignment of ZF and RNA polymerase bound to DNA 310
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Fig. 3. Zn-finger binding affinities, functional repression and orthogonality. (A) Schematic depicting the MITOMI assay used to determine TF - DNA binding affinities.
(B) Affinity orthogonality matrix of ∆G values for all zinc fingers versus all possible DNA targets. (C) Schematic depicting the linear templates used to test functional repression
in on-chip cell-free TX-TL reactions. (D) Fold repression orthogonality matrix for all zinc fingers versus all possible targets. (E) Fold repression values versus measured Kd for
all ZF - promoter consensus pairs. The fold repression data was collected from a single chip and all values represent means± SD (n = 5). The error bars shown for the Kd
values represent the 95% confidence interval for the fit to a single binding site model.
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containing the binding site at position +5, we note that it is311
possible for both proteins to bind simultaneously with minimal312
steric interference. To ascertain that the observed repression313
strengths were not due to changes in binding site affinity of314
the ZF, as each binding site is located in a different sequence315
context, we measured the binding affinity of the ZF repressor316
to each promoter using MITOMI. The results showed only317
minor differences in affinity across all promoters, suggesting318
that the ZF repressor bound to these promoters with equal319
strength. Promoter repression thus appears to be primarily320
a function of the ability of the ZF to sterically hinder and321
compete with RNA polymerase. These data are consistent322
with an occlusion mechanism whereby RNAP binding is com-323
petitively inhibited by ZF binding (29), and the effectiveness324
of the competition is dependent on the relative positions of325
ZF and RNAP on the promoter.326
B
A
down
C2 bp
2 bp1 bp
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n bp n bp
-35 boxUnrepressed
Repressed
Fig. 4. Effect of binding site number and position on repression. Shown are
endpoint unrepressed and repressed levels for the single binding site library (A),
and the dual site library (B). Within each library, the data are rank-ordered by fold
repression values. Data were collected from two separate chips and all values
represent means ± SD (n = 10). (C) A single BCB site was shifted up to 10 bp
upstream and 7 bp downstream of the -35 box; position values are given by the
number of nucleotides separating the 9-bp site from the -35 box. The binding affinities
of the ZF to its target site remains approximately constant irrespective of target site
position ((C), bottom). Data from the top panel was measured from a single chip and
all values represent means± SD (n = 7). The error bars shown for the Kd values
represent the 95% confidence interval of the fit to a single binding site model.
D. Engineering cooperativity. We showed that incorporating327
a second binding site can result in improved fold repression.328
However, engineering certain types of genetic circuits often329
requires an additional increase in the nonlinear response as330
well as a decrease in the leak for a given promoter – TF pair.331
Nonlinearity can be increased by introducing cooperativity332
via protein – protein interactions. We implemented two differ-333
ent protein interaction domains previously demonstrated to334
successfully dimerize ZFs.335
PDZ domains enable natural protein – protein interactions336
by binding specific C-terminal peptide sequences with micro-337
molar affinity (26). We took advantage of this interaction to338
engineer cooperativity by linking ZFBCB to a mammalian339
α1-syntrophin PDZ domain, and ZFADD to its corresponding340
cognate C-terminal peptide ligand (VKESLV). Furthermore,341
we linked ZFADD with a non-cognate ligand (VKEAAA) to342
use as a non-cooperative control. 343
The second type of interaction we explored was dimerization 344
by linking ZFBCB and ZFADD to GCN4 LZ domains. The 345
GCN4 LZ has previously been used in a structure-based design 346
to enable homodimerization of two-finger ZFs (42), and we thus 347
also tested this existing structure. In both cases, a mutated 348
LZ was used as a negative control. 349
Preliminary studies on a plate reader demonstrated that 350
ZFs containing interaction domains exhibited significantly 351
increased fold repression and decreased leak (Fig. 5A, B). 352
Whereas two non-cooperative repressors gave a maximum 353
fold repression of ∼6, this value was increased to ∼30 for 354
PDZ and ∼16 for LZ-mediated cooperativity. Concurrently, 355
leak values decreased four-fold from around 4000 to <1000 356
RFUs. One critical parameter affecting PDZ cooperativity 357
was the choice of linker, with an optimized glycine-serine linker 358
vastly outperforming a rigid proline linker. The two-finger LZ 359
transcriptional repressor also performed very well, achieving a 360
fold repression ratio of ∼28. 361
To investigate cooperativity in more detail, we measured 362
dose response curves by titrating repressor DNA concentration. 363
To keep a fixed load on the transcription-translation machinery, 364
the total ZF DNA concentration was kept constant by adding 365
DNA coding for a non-binding ZF control (ZFCBD). Figure 5C 366
shows dose response curves of ZFBCB − PDZ and ZFADD − 367
L separately, together with those for the cooperative pair 368
ZFBCB − PDZ + ZFADD − L, and the non-cooperative pair 369
ZFBCB−PDZ + ZFADD−NL. An increase in the steepness 370
of the dose response curve was observed as we proceeded from 371
a single Z to two non-cooperatively interacting ZFs, and 372
finally to two cooperatively interacting ZFs. Similar results 373
were obtained for the LZ designs (Fig. 5D, E). The effect of 374
cooperativity can be quantified by determining the sensitivity 375
(SI Appendix, Fig. S7), which measures the steepness of the 376
dose response curve (48), as well as the effective Hill coefficient, 377
which is obtained by fitting phenomenological Hill functions (SI 378
Appendix, Fig. S8). The results of this analysis are shown in 379
Table S1. We observe that cooperativity increased sensitivity 380
by nearly 50% with respect to the non-cooperative repression, 381
as well as slightly increasing the Hill coefficient. 382
We sought to understand this behaviour quantitatively by 383
developing a thermodynamic model that relates protein ex- 384
pression to the equilibrium occupancy of the promoter by 385
RNAP (49). We extended the standard competitive model of 386
repression to include a term for the interaction between repres- 387
sor and RNAP, which is quantified by an effective interaction 388
energy. As this energy tends to large positive values, DNA 389
binding by either RNAP or the repressor is exclusive, and 390
the model tends towards that of competitive inhibition. As 391
the energy approaches zero, both RNAP and DNA can bind 392
simultaneously, resulting in leaky expression at full repressor 393
occupancy. This extension to the model was motivated by our 394
results that a ZF with a fixed binding affinity represses with 395
varying efficiency depending on the position of the binding site; 396
the changing RNAP-ZF interaction energy therefore provides 397
a simple description of this effect. We fit the model to the dose 398
response curves using Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) 399
sampling (Figure S9), allowing us to consistently extract the 400
posterior probability distributions of all parameters, which 401
consist of fixed effective dissociation constants of each individ- 402
ual ZF, as well as the effective energies describing ZF-RNAP 403
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and ZF-ZF interactions. The fits are shown in Figure 5C–E as404
solid lines and shading, which represent the mean and 2 SD405
boundaries for model predictions, respectively. The values of406
all fitted parameters are given in Table S2, and a full descrip-407
tion of the model is given in the Methods section. We find408
physically sensible values for all our parameters; in particular,409
the cooperative interaction energies for PDZ-L (−2.1 ± 0.2410
kcal/mol) and LZ (−1.8± 0.2 kcal/mol) are consistent with411
literature values for similar domains (∼ −2 to −10 kcal/mol412
(50, 51)).413
Since the location of the ZF binding site, and hence the rela-414
tive positioning of ZF and RNAP, is an important determinant415
of repression efficiency, it is likely that the relative positioning416
of the ZFBCB − PDZ and ZFADD − L binding sites would417
also determine their ability to interact and subsequently alter418
their repressive strength. Keeping the ZFBCB−PDZ binding419
site position fixed, we shifted the ZFADD − L binding site420
further and further upstream. If the two ZFs are positioned421
on the promoter such that the cooperative PDZ – ligand inter-422
action is unfavorable, we would expect fold repression to be423
similar to that of the non-cooperative ZFs. In other words, the424
ratio between the cooperative and the non-cooperative fold425
repression, a quantity we call the cooperativity ratio, should426
go to unity when the PDZ – ligand interaction cannot occur.427
We observed an effect due to this variation of spacing428
between the two binding sites (Fig. 5F), and this behavior429
corresponded to the relative orientation of the PDZ-ligand430
domains. As the binding site is shifted, ZFADD − L rotates431
around the DNA, modulating its alignment with ZFBCB −432
PDZ. The cooperativity ratio fell to 1 when the interaction433
was unfavorably aligned, but increased again as the domains434
began to realign (Fig. 5G). The cartoon in Figure 5H shows435
the predicted orientations of the two ZFs as the left-hand site436
is shifted. The ability of the ZFs to interact over distances of437
a few tens of bp is likely due to extension of the long flexible438
glycine-serine linker used to join the ZFBCB and the PDZ439
domain. It is unlikely that DNA bending plays a significant440
role at these distances, due to dsDNA’s much longer persistence441
length of ∼150 bp.442
We incorporated into our model a phenomenological ex-443
ponential decay of interaction energies with distance, both444
between the two ZFs as well as between the ZF and the RNAP.445
Additionally, the ZF – ZF interaction energy was modulated446
by a periodic function at the frequency of the DNA helical447
pitch (10.5 bp/turn). Using previously inferred parameters448
for energies and KDs from the dose response measurements,449
we performed a fit to determine the decay constant and phase450
shift; the results are shown as solid lines and shading in Figure451
5F and G, and in Table S2. Fitting a model with an explicit452
position dependence for the binding sites illustrates the im-453
portance of site positioning for functional repression. More454
generally, while simplistic, our model fits demonstrate that it455
is possible to understand cell-free gene expression in terms of456
thermodynamic occupancy.457
E. Affinity tuning. In order to test whether fold repression lev-458
els could be precisely and predictively tuned, we investigated459
the effect of varying binding site affinity. In order to ratio-460
nally tune binding site affinity, we first generated quantitative461
PWMs for three ZFs: ZFBCB , ZFAAA and ZFADD, covering462
the 9-bp core sequence plus three flanking bases on either side463
(Fig. 6A, SI Appendix, Fig. S10A, B). The sequence logo464
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Fig. 5. Engineering cooperativity. Comparison of unrepressed and repressed
levels (A), as well as fold repression (B), for different cooperative zinc-finger designs.
Three-finger ZFs dimerized using either PDZ-ligand or GCN4 LZ domains. ZFs were
linked to interaction domains using proline (-PDZ*) or optimized glycine-serine linkers
(-PDZ, -LZ). Additionally, two-finger ZFs were dimerized using LZs (AA-LZ). Data in
panels A and B were taken from plate reader experiments; all values represent means
± SD (n = 3). (C–E) The dose response is shown for individual ZF repressors
as well as non-cooperative (-) and cooperative (+) pairs of ZFs, for the three-finger
PDZ, and two- and three-finger LZ designs. The maximum a posteriori values as
well as 2 SD boundaries of the model predictions are represented as solid lines and
shaded regions, respectively. Data in panels C–E were measured on a single chip;
all values represent means ± SD (n = 12). Shifting the binding site upstream of
the -35 box resulted in periodic modulation of the fold repression for the cooperative
designs (F) as well as in the ratio between the cooperative and non-cooperative fold
repressions (G), likely due to periodic changes in relative ZF positioning (H). All data
were collected from a single chip and all values represent means± SD (n = 9).
determined for ZFAAA is in concordance with the consensus 465
sequence determined by bacterial one-hybrid and in vitro SE- 466
LEX assays (52, 53). Based on our PWMs we designed a 467
library of promoters that included a single binding site at a 468
fixed position between the -35 and -10 boxes, with single or 469
double mutations within or outside the core binding sequence. 470
As binding site affinity decreased we observed corresponding 471
decreases in fold repression for all ZFs tested (Fig. 6B, SI 472
Appendix, Fig. S10C). By converting our macroscopically 473
measured ∆G values into microscopic interaction energies ∆ 474
we found that the fold repression data could be described 475
by the same thermodynamic model presented in the previous 476
section. 477
Mutating either a single base outside the core site, or one 478
core position of low information content (high entropy), en- 479
abled fine tuning of fold repression, whereas a single mutation 480
in the core site of high information content strongly decreased 481
fold repression. Two core mutations decreased fold repression 482
to baseline levels. Fold repression was therefore precisely tune- 483
able over the entire dynamic range by modulating binding site 484
affinity, and the affinity changes required to achieve tuning 485
were relatively small. Affinity changes of ∼ 0.5 to 1 kcal/mol 486
were sufficient to cover the entire dynamic range for each ZF 487
repressor tested. The results are in line with previous findings 488
that promoter tuning in S. cerevisiae can be accomplished 489
by relatively subtle affinity changes in a single binding site 490
created by mutations in flanking or single core site mutations 491
of high entropy (54). They also correspond to recent results 492
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obtained in E. coli (55).493
Given that a single ZF binding site could be mutated to494
yield varying levels of repression we investigated whether the495
same tuning could be applied to cooperative ZF s. We mea-496
sured the binding affinity of the ZFAA − GCN homodimer497
versus a library of DNA targets that consisted of all single498
point mutations for the 10-bp core binding sequence plus 2499
flanking bases on either side. The resulting sequence logo and500
PWM reveal the symmetric binding profile of the homodimer501
(Fig. 6C). Mutating a single binding site within the -35 and502
-10 boxes led to a change in repression levels that reflected the503
measured Kds for both the cooperative and non-cooperative504
ZFAA − GCN variants (Fig. 6D). As the two 6-bp binding505
sequences overlap, mutating a single base within the core site506
leads to a finer tuning of fold repression in comparison with507
the three-finger ZFs. Furthermore, we extended binding site508
tuning to the ZFADD −L - ZFBCB −PDZ heterodimer pair,509
taking advantage of the PWMs generated for ZFBCB and510
ZFADD. Implementing a subset of mutations to each ZF bind-511
ing site yielded a range of fold repression values not only for512
the single ZF but also for the cooperative and non-cooperative513
ZF pairs (Fig. 6E). As the affinity of one ZF is reduced we514
see that the fold repression observed for the cooperative and515
non-cooperative cases tends to the fold repression measured516
for the second ZF whose binding site remains constant.517
F. Logic gate construction. Having established a well-518
characterized resource of transcriptional repressors and promot-519
ers, we applied them to designing logic gates. By combining520
two cooperative ZF repressors on a single promoter we were521
able to create NAND gates, which are of particular interest522
as they are functionally complete. An effective NAND gate523
should have low output only when both inputs are present524
(Fig. 7A). We therefore placed the binding site for a strongly525
binding ZF (ZFBCB) 2 bp upstream of the -35 box, and second526
binding site for different ZFs between the -35 and -10 boxes.527
ZFBCB cannot strongly repress by itself at the -2 position528
and the second ZF should also not strongly repress on its own.529
Only when both ZFs are bound to the promoter should they530
strongly repress, which can be achieved by including a coop-531
erative interaction between the two ZFs. Using this general532
design we tested NAND gates for ZFBCB −PDZ in combina-533
tion with the remaining ZFs (Fig. 7B). As expected, NAND534
gate performance improved as the affinity of the ZFXXX − L535
decreased. For instance the combination of ZFBCB − PDZ536
and ZFBDD−L gave rise to a functional NAND gate, whereas537
a combination with ZFAAA−L did not due to the high affinity538
of ZFAAA − L, which led to functional repression even when539
only ZFAAA − L was present.540
Since we showed that binding affinity could be precisely541
tuned (Fig. 6) we tested whether we could improve our non-542
functional NAND gates. Based on the PWM measured for543
ZFAAA we mutated the ZFAAA − L binding site sequence in544
the NAND gate promoter and showed that we could achieve545
tuning in this context as well (SI Appendix, Fig. S10D).546
We then investigated the effect of tuning the ZFAAA − L547
binding site for all possible input combinations and showed548
that the NAND gate improved as we weakened ZFAAA − L549
binding affinity (Fig. 7C). Mutations +1C and +1A gave550
rise to functional NAND gates. Decreasing the binding site551
affinity increased the output when only ZFAAA−L was present;552
however, when the mutation resulted in a ∆∆G of greater553
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Fig. 6. Tuning repression by changing binding site affinity. (A) Schematic of the
MITOMI assay used for measuring the binding affinity of a ZF to a given DNA target.
To the left, the sequence logo and PWM for ZFBCB , where the core sequence is
designated by positions 4-12. (B) The relationship between fold repression and Kd
values for ZFBCB . The fold repression data was collected from three separate chips
and all values represent means± SD (n = 7). (C) Schematic of the MITOMI surface
used for measuring the binding affinity of the ZFAA −GCN homodimer to a given
DNA target. To the left, the sequence logo and PWM for ZFAA −GCN , where the
core sequence is designated by positions 3-12. (D) The relationship between fold
repression and Kd values for both the cooperative and non-cooperative variants of
ZFAA −GCN . The fold repression data was collected from a single chip and all
values represent means ± SD (n = 8). (E) Fold repression versus Kd values for
the ZFADD − L - ZFBCB − PDZ heterodimer pair. On the left the Kds refer
to the Kd arising from the specific change made to the ADD binding site, whereas on
the right the Kds are associated with the BCB binding site. The fold repression data
was collected from a single chip and all values represent means± SD (n = 4). In all
cases the error bars shown for the Kd values represent the 95 % confidence interval
for the fit to a single binding site model, the solid lines are maximum a posteriori
values from thermodynamic model fits, and the shaded region represents a 2 SD
boundary.
than ∼ 0.5 kcal/mol (∆2T ), the cooperative binding output 554
also suffered. Our synthetic ZF repressors can thus be used 555
to build functional NAND gates, which can additionally be 556
rationally optimized and precisely tuned by modifying binding 557
site affinities. 558
As a final example we generated compound logic gates by 559
combining NAND and NOT logic gates as linear cascades in 560
order to create AND and OR gates. We created an AND 561
gate by appending a NOT gate to the output of a NAND 562
gate (Fig. 7D). Specifically we combined the ZFBDD − L - 563
ZFBCB − PDZ NAND gate with four different ZFs. Each 564
AND gate was tested and yielded the expected outputs (Fig. 565
7E). We then generated OR logic gates by prepending two 566
NOT gates in front of different NAND gates to invert the 567
inputs (Fig. 7F). We used ZFADB and ZFBAB as the two 568
NOT gate inverters and a set of NAND gates, all of which 569
gave rise to functional OR gates (Fig. 7G). 570
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Discussion571
GRNs are of central importance in both native and engineered572
systems. They integrate, compute, and transduce input sig-573
nals, leading to specific changes in gene expression. Many574
components contribute to the function of GRNs, and tran-575
scription factors and their interaction with promoters are core576
players. Due to the complexity of even a single transcription577
factor – promoter interaction it has proven difficult to quanti-578
tatively study these systems in vitro or in vivo. Although the579
development of new technologies is steadily enabling progress580
in this area, our understanding of GRNs remains limited as581
exemplified by our inability to predict in vivo gene expression582
levels in essentially any organism, and the difficulty associated583
with de novo engineering of GRNs. Although methods exist584
for high-throughput in vitro characterization of transcription585
factor binding specificities (34, 56–58) and medium to high-586
throughput approaches are used to understand gene regulation587
in vivo (33, 54, 55, 59) both approaches have limitations. Both588
an advantage and disadvantage of in vitro methods is that589
they generally include only the smallest number of compo-590
nents necessary, i.e. a transcription factor, dsDNA target and591
a defined buffer solution. In vivo methods are on the other592
hand convoluted by cellular complexity. Furthermore, gen-593
erating and analyzing defined libraries in vivo remains labor594
intensive and difficult. Here we explored the use of a cell-595
free transcription-translation system to build and characterize596
GRNs in an environment that bridges the gap between in597
vitro and in vivo methods. This cell-free approach also has598
the advantage of allowing complex assays to be performed599
in high-throughput, in a well-controlled and accessible envi-600
ronment. As a consequence, the ability to study functional601
transcriptional regulation in an in vitro system has allowed602
us to delve into much greater depth than comparable in vivo603
methods have been able to achieve (54, 60, 61)604
We chose to build GRNs from the bottom up using ZF605
transcription factors for several reasons. First, in regards to606
GRN engineering, researchers have long been hampered by607
the relatively small number and poor characterization of avail-608
able transcriptional regulators. Khalil et al. have previously609
engineered ZF regulators, showing that they are viable tun-610
able transcriptional regulators in vivo (26). We built on this611
concept, generating additional ZF regulators and interaction612
domains. More importantly, we quantified the binding energy613
landscapes of several synthetic ZF regulators and were able to614
show that repression can be precisely tuned with small changes615
in affinity. These small changes were achieved by mutating616
the flanking bases lying outside of the consensus core sequence617
or by mutating one consensus core base of low information618
content. Hitherto, only coarse tuning has been accomplished619
through varying the number of consensus sequence binding620
sites leading to rather large differences in output (26, 27). The621
ability to predictively and precisely tune expression levels as622
demonstrated here is important in engineered GRNs where623
individual nodes of the network need to be matched in ex-624
pression levels. For example, we show here that the ability to625
precisely adjust individual binding site affinities is crucially626
important for optimizing logic gate function.627
With the advent of TALEs and dCas9, ZFs might be consid-628
ered outdated technology, but there are a number of reasons629
why ZF TFs remain an appealing tool for GRN engineering.630
ZFs have several advantages such as small size, relatively easy631
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Fig. 7. Logic gates. (A) Truth table, logic gate symbol and biological network design
for constructing a NAND logic gate. (B) NAND gate design combining ZFBCB −
PDZ with all other ZFXXX − Ls. Below, the output for each NAND gate tested.
(C) The same NAND gate design as in (A) except that only ZFBCB − PDZ and
ZFAAA−L are used as inputs and theZFAAA−L binding site affinity is rationally
adjusted to yield a functional NAND gate. The deGFP outputs for all NAND gates
were measured from a single chip where all values presented correspond to the mean
± SD (n = 5). (D) Truth table, logic gate symbols and biological network design for
constructing an AND logic gate. (E) The output for each AND gate tested. All output
values were measured from a single chip and represent the mean± SD (n = 8). (F)
Truth table, logic gate symbols and biological network design for constructing an OR
logic gate. (G) The output for each OR gate tested. When ZFAAA − L is used as
part of the NAND gate, the mutation of the binding site is indicated in the parentheses.
All output values were measured from a single chip and represent the mean± SD
(n = 6).
gene synthesis, and good expressability. The biggest advantage 632
of dCas9 and TALEs is their programmability, allowing them 633
to be precisely targeted to any DNA sequence. Conversely 634
for ZFs, it remains relatively difficult to rationally design a 635
particular binding site preference. For genome editing and 636
in vivo targeting approaches, in which the target sequence is 637
defined and immutable, programmability is crucial. In the 638
context of bottom up GRN design, this ability becomes less 639
important as target sequences can be easily adjusted to a 640
particular TF specificity. We argue that it is actually more 641
important to be in possession of a well-characterized TF bind- 642
ing energy landscape that can be obtained for ZF TFs using 643
current methods (28). 644
A second argument in support of using ZF transcription 645
factors over TALEs and dCas9 is the simple but important fact 646
that ZFs are native transcriptional regulators and the most 647
abundant class of transcriptional regulators in vivo. Cas9, 648
to the best of our knowledge, has not been shown to be 649
involved in gene regulation in native systems, while TALEs 650
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are injected into plant host cells to modulate gene expression651
by pathogenic bacteria (62). If cell-free approaches are to652
be used to understand the function of native systems it is653
important to build GRNs with native transcription factors.654
For example, the protein – DNA interaction kinetics are very655
different in that dCas9 (63) and TALE (64) tend to have656
very slow DNA dissociation rates, while native transcriptional657
regulators have fast dissociation rates (65), which may make658
engineering dynamic GRNs using TALEs and dCas9 difficult.659
In order to improve fold repression and to add more control660
over the system we engineered cooperative binding into our ZF661
TFs by including PDZ or LZ protein – protein interaction do-662
mains. These interactions improved repression from ∼10 to up663
to ∼30 fold and were functional for both two- and three-finger664
ZFs. We showed that the relative placement of binding sites665
for two cooperative TFs is a major determinant of interaction666
capacity and consequently repression strength. Repression667
was achieved when the TFs were located on the same face of668
the DNA, and repression strength followed the helical twist669
of DNA. Cooperative interactions consequently allowed us to670
engineer functionally complete NAND gates. In all cases we671
were able to explain our data with thermodynamic models.672
Combining these models with binding energy landscapes thus673
provides a viable and useful approach to rationally engineer674
GRNs.675
One outstanding problem encountered during this study is676
the issue of composability. Although transcription factor bind-677
ing sites were only introduced in regions outside the -10 and678
-35 boxes of the original λPR promoter, many of the synthetic679
promoters had considerably different baseline (non-repressed)680
expression levels. In the future it will clearly be important681
to better understand and predict basal promoter strength682
from the underlying sequence, which would lead to models683
that allow introduction of transcription factor binding sites684
without affecting basal promoter output. Here we have seen685
that basal promoter strength itself can be finely tuned over a686
relatively large range of expression levels (Fig. 1). It should687
therefore be possible to adjust promoter strength as desired:688
we demonstrate a basic example of this idea by tuning the689
basal expression level of a repressible promoter (SI Appendix,690
Fig. S11). Ultimately understanding the outcome of multi-691
ple base changes in close context with each other remains a692
complex issue. Evaluating a greater number of sequences and693
systematically addressing all factors affecting transcription694
efficiency similar to the approach taken by Cambray et al.695
towards translation could lead to an improved understanding696
of promoter sequence design principles (66).697
In order to characterize and measure our synthetic ZF698
transcription factors and promoters in detail we repurposed a699
high-throughput microfluidic device that allowed us to mea-700
sure 768 cell-free reactions in parallel. Eliminating cloning701
and transformation steps by relying on PCR-based assembly702
strategies allowed us to measure a large number of defined703
transcription factor and promoter variants. Over 13,000 on-704
chip cell-free TX-TL reactions were performed, encompassing705
replicates for ∼2000 unique reactions. We furthermore took706
over 8000 MITOMI measurements to provide binding energy707
landscapes for 4 synthetic ZF transcription factors. Together,708
these technologies allowed us to establish a quantitative and709
in-depth dataset and insights into transcriptional regulation710
that should be of general interest. The approach taken here711
nonetheless does not per se require these state-of-the-art tech- 712
nologies, and is easily transferable to standard lab equipment. 713
Cell-free lysate can now be easily and cheaply generated, yield- 714
ing sufficient material so that medium-scale screens in 384-well 715
plates are feasible (44). Commercial liquid handling equipment 716
can also be used to scale up throughput. Binding energy land- 717
scapes can be generated by many approaches including PBMs 718
(56), MITOMI (67), SELEX-seq (57), and HiP-FA (58). While 719
our binding energy landscapes are based on direct affinity mea- 720
surements, it may be sufficient to use PWMs from indirect 721
measurements as found in other high-throughput techniques. 722
Rapid progress is being made in the development and ap- 723
plication of cell-free synthetic biology. Cell-free systems are 724
being used to tackle fundamental problems in molecular engi- 725
neering and are being applied to molecular diagnostics (68), 726
therapeutics (69), synthesis (70), and are even being used for 727
educational purposes (71). Cell-free systems are an appeal- 728
ing alternative to cellular systems, as they eliminate many of 729
the complexities associated with working with cells. Cell-free 730
systems are also a rapid prototyping platform for engineering 731
molecular systems destined to be applied in cellular hosts (4). 732
As engineered systems become more complex it will become 733
increasingly important that a large number of standardized 734
characterized components become available. It will be equally 735
important to develop a comprehensive mechanistic under- 736
standing of these components and systems to allow parts to be 737
standardized and rationally assembled without requiring exten- 738
sive trial-and-error cycles or large screens, which may not be 739
feasible for large systems. As work progresses on cellular sub- 740
systems such as gene regulation, DNA replication, ribosome 741
biogenesis, metabolic networks, and membrane and protein 742
super-structures, it will be intriguing to contemplate whether 743
it may be possible to integrate these individual systems to 744
create a synthetic cell or cell-like mimic. Work in this area 745
will not only provide tools and methods aiding engineering 746
of synthetic systems, but is likely to provide insights into the 747
function of native systems as well. Prior to being used as tools 748
for protein synthesis and synthetic biology, cell-free systems 749
have already had a rich history in deciphering fundamental 750
aspects of biochemistry including DNA replication (72) and 751
the genetic code (73). It is likely that they will continue to 752
provide fundamental insights into complex systems such as 753
transcriptional regulation. 754
Materials and Methods 755
Full details are given in the Supplementary Information. High- 756
throughput cell-free experiments were conducted on a polydimethyl- 757
siloxane (PDMS) microfluidic device. DNA templates were as- 758
sembled by PCR from plasmids and dsDNA gene fragments, and 759
spotted onto a glass slide using a robotic microarrayer. E. coli (BL21 760
Rosetta) cell-free extract, which contains native enzymes, substrates, 761
and an energy regeneration mechanism, was used in all experiments. 762
Binding energy landscapes were obtained by microfluidic MITOMI 763
measurements. Our thermodynamic model was fit to experimental 764
data using a Markov chain Monte Carlo method to determine the 765
posterior probability distributions of model parameters. All code is 766
available on GitHub at https://github.com/lbnc-epfl. 767
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